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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 

A network administrator is validating client connectivity and executes the show command shown in the exhibit. Which
authentication method was used by a wireless station? 

A. EAP authentication 

B. 802.1X machine authentication 

C. MAC authentication 

D. 802.1X user authentication 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Users run Skype for Business on wireless clients with no WMM support over an Aruba Mobility Master (MM) - Mobility
Controller (MC) based network. When traffic arrives at the wired network, it does not include either L2 or L3 markings. 

Which configuration steps should the network administrator take to classify and mark voice and video traffic with UCC
heuristics mode? 

A. Enable WMM in a VAP profile, and explicitly permit voice and video UDP ports in a firewall policy. 

B. Confirm OpenFlow is enabled in the user role and VAP profile. Then enable WMM in a SSID profile, and explicitly
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permit voice and video UDP ports in a firewall policy. 

C. Confirm the MC is the Openflow controller of the MMs and Openflow is enabled in VAP and firewall roles. Enable
Skype4Business ALG in UCC profiles. 

D. Confirm MM is the Openflow controller of MCs and Openflow is enabled in VAP and firewall roles. Enable
Skype4Business ALG in UCC profiles. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit 

A network administrator deploys a standalone Mobility Controller (MC) and configures some VAPs within the CAMPUS
AP group. The network administrator realizes that none of the VAPs are being broadcasted. 

Based on the output shown in the exhibit, what should the network administrator do to solve this problem? 

A. Install MC-VA licenses, then install PEF licenses and enabled the PEF feature. 

B. Install MC-VA licenses, then reprovision the APs. 

C. Install MM licenses, then install PEF licenses and enable the PEF feature. 

D. Install MM licenses and install MC-VA licenses, then install RFP licenses. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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Refer to the exhibit. 

Based on the output shown in the exhibit, which wireless connection phase has just completed? 

A. L3 authentication and encryption 

B. MAC Authentication and 4-way handshake 

C. 802.11 enhanced open association 

D. L2 authentication and encryption 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 
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The network administrator must ensure that the configuration will force users to authenticate periodically every eight
hours. Which configuration is required to effect this change? 

A. Set the reauth-period to 28800 enable reauthentication in the dot1x profile. 

B. Set the reauth-period to 28800 enable reauthentication in the AAA profile. 

C. Set the reauth-period to 28800 enable reauthentication in both dot1x and AAA profile. 

D. Set the reauth-period to 28800 in the dot1x profile and enable reauthentication in the AAA profile. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 6

Refer to the exhibits. Exhibit 1 

Exhibit 2 

Exhibit 3 

A network administrator wants to allow contractors to access the corporate WLAN named EmployeesNet with the
contractor role in VLAN 40. When users connect, they do not seem to get an IP address. After some verification checks,
the network administrator confirms the DHCP server (10.254.1.21) is reachable from the Mobility Controller (MC) and
obtains the outputs shown in the exhibits. 

What should the network administrator do next to troubleshoot this problem? 
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A. Permit UDP67 to the contractor role. 

B. Remove the IP address in VLAN 40. 

C. Configure the DHCP helper address. 

D. Confirm there is an IP pool for VLAN 40. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

A network administrator assists with the migration of a WLAN from a third-party vendor to Aruba in different locations
throughout the country. In order to manage the solution from a central point, the network administrator decides to deploy
redundant Mobility Masters (MMs) in a datacenter that are reachable through the Internet. 

Since not all locations own public IP addresses, the security team is not able to configure strict firewall polices at the
datacenter without disrupting some MM to Mobility Controller (MC) communications. They are also concerned about
exposing the MMs to unauthorized inbound connection attempts. 

What should the network administrator do to ensure the solution is functional and secure? 

A. Deploy an MC at the datacenter as a VPN concentrator. 

B. Block all inbound connections, and instruct the MM to initiate the connection to the MCs. 

C. Block all ports to the MMs except UDP 500 and 4500. 

D. Install a PEFV license, and configure firewall policies that protect the MM. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

A company with 535 users deploys an Aruba solution with more than 1000 Aruba APs, two 7220 Mobility Controllers,
and a single Mobility Master (MM) virtual appliance at the campus server farm. The MCs run a HA Fast failover group in
dual mode and operate at 50% AP capacity. 

If there is an MM or MC failure, the network administrator must ensure that the network is fully manageable and the MC
load does not exceed 80%. 

What can the network administrator do to meet these requirements? 

A. Place the APs in the same hierarchy level. 

B. Create a cluster with AP load balancing. 

C. Enable oversubscription in the HA group. 

D. Add an MC and an MM in the server farm. 

E. Add an MM and enable DC redundancy. 
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F. Place the APs in two different AP-Groups. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 9

A network administrator has updated the ArubaOS code of a standalone Mobility Controller (MC) that is used for User-
Based Tunneling (UBT) to a newer early release. Ever since the MC seems to reject PAPI sessions from the switch with
the 10.1.10.10 IP address. Also the controller\\'s prompt is now followed by a star mark: "(MC_VA) [mynode] *#" 

When opening a support ticket, an Aruba TAC engineer asks the administrator to gather the crash logs and if possible
replicate UBT connection attempts from the switch while running packet captures of PAPI traffic on the controller and
obtain the PCAP files. The administrator has a PC with Wireshark and TFTP server using the 10.0.20.20 IP address. 

What commands must the administrator issue to accomplish these requests? (Choose two.) 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

E. Option E 

Correct Answer: BE 
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QUESTION 10

Users run encrypted Skype for Business traffic with no WMM support over an Aruba Mobility Master (MM) - Mobility
Controller (MC) based network. When voice, video, and application sharing traffic arrive at the wired side of the network,
all the flows look alike due to the lack of L2 and L3 markings 

How can the network administrator identify these flows and mark QoS accordingly? 

A. Confirm the MC is the Openflow controller of the MMs and Openflow is enabled in VAP and the firewall roles. Then
enable WMM in a VAP profile. 

B. Use a media firewall policy that match these three flows, and use permit and TOS actions with 56, 40, and 34 values
for voice, video, and application sharing, respectively. Then enable the Skype4Business ALG in the UCC profiles. 

C. Confirm the MC is the Openflow controller of the MMs and Openflow is enabled in VAP and the firewall roles. Then
enable the Skype4Business ALG in the UCC profiles. 

D. Confirm the MM is the Openflow controller of the MCs and Openflow is enabled in VAP and the firewall roles. Then
integrate the MM with the Skype4Business SDN API, and enable the Skype4Business ALG in the UCC profiles. 

Correct Answer: D 
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